
 

 

Business Intelligence (BI) Analyst 
 
Our Team 
 
Mighty Jaxx is a unique future culture company that creates quality products across multiple categories 
such as art collectibles and lifestyle items, bridging the physical & digital world by powering it with 
technology. Since our inception in 2012, we have produced over 1,000 designs in collaboration with world-
renowned artists and global entertainment brands like Hasbro, Sesame Workshop, Toei Animation and 
Warner Bros, delivering 5 million units of tech enabled collectibles to collectors in over 60 countries in 2020 
alone. 
  
We are proud to be an equal opportunity employer with a diverse, inclusive work environment and 
encourage our employees to bring their true fun-loving and high-energy selves to the workplace. With big, 
vibrant dreams and a culture of high performance in our workplace, you will always be engaged, 
empowered and feel positively challenged. 
  
At Mighty Jaxx, we always extend our full support to the team to help them reach their full potential 
personally and professionally. If you love keeping up with the latest trends across different sub-cultures, 
love technology and are ready to embrace your creativity, we love to have you join us in creating the most 
unique experiences, products and content for our collectors! 
 
 
The Job 
 
We are looking for a BI analyst interested in building a data platform within Mighty Jaxx to discover, analyse 
and report on operational insights to internal stakeholders.  As our BI analyst, you will be working with 
various teams across the company, including sales, marketing and product, to plan and execute BI 
solutions. 
 
 
Responsibilities 

● Build strong relationships with internal stakeholders to understand business challenges and 
opportunities. Recommend solutions across the complex range of products and processes 

● Manage end-to-end data projects; identify issues, gather information from various sources, analyze 
data, interpret patterns and trends, build models, give recommendations, and create insightful 
automated reports 

● Review day-to-day operation processes, identify areas of improvement and make actionable 
recommendations based on underlying analysis 

● Drive business insights using data, spot purchase trends and propose recommendations for 
business expansion 

● Data extraction, analyze and prepare concise findings, reports for stakeholders 
● Automation — Preparation of clean, concise, easy to understand dashboards to reduce ad-hoc 

recurring data requests 



 
● Monitor business critical metrics and escalate irregularities 
● Identify and prioritize ad-hoc business-critical data requests 

 
Requirements 

● More than 2 years prior experience in SQL and BI visualization (e.g. Tableau, Power BI, AWS 
Quicksight) is preferred 

● Experience with data warehousing (e.g. AWS Redshift, Google BigQuery and Microsoft Azure SQL 
Data Warehouse) is a plus  

● Able to work closely with various internal teams and stakeholders to deliver tasks when required 
● Data-driven, highly organized 
● Able to work independently; self-organize, prioritize and execute tasks assigned 
● Deadline-oriented and self-motivated with the ability to think outside the box. 
● Have exposure to Agile and weekly sprint and release working models 
● Strong command of English, both written and spoken 
● Excellent communication skills - very good at inter and intra-team communication 
● Is a team player who endorses collaborative work style 


